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To Autumn
It’s not that I lied to you,
It’s just that I developed a taste for chocolate somewhere
Down the line—first in moderation,
And then altogether. Still,
I have to eat it slowly, as if
Savoring a newfound capacity for a wintry breeze along my cheek
Before the cold sidles up too close to my bones
And I regress to how you knew me.

If I’m being true, lots of things
Have changed. When once I walked
Too close to the railing of the campus bridge (not too
Close for my comfort,
But surely for yours)
All I could think about was that when they fall,
The leaves here look just like they do in all the pictures—mazes of
Bloody red and orange, stretched out
Like tiny hands toward heaven. From
The high edge of the world, the death of Summer melts like
One hundred flame-licked halos into the tops of trees,
Cradling an apathetic sky.

You never told me
What the trembling image of autumnal skins looked like
On the icy water.
It’s not that I’m mad at you,
But it’s just something that’s become
Important to me.

I once told you, crying,
That the worst thing about leaving was not being able 
To see Halloween where I grew up—all
Paper lanterns lining childhood homes, and the smell of
Phantom campfires
To lull me into fonder daydreams than most anything else.
Now,
With time sweeping me through the constant brush 
Of unfamiliar words past my lips (names,
Places and dates augmenting their significance
Like jewels on a timepiece)

I realized two days too late
That I missed Halloween completely. Imagine—
Something once so important,
Turned to transience in a mere
Three hundred miles by car.

I don’t know how to tell you that
It just doesn’t bother me anymore—
Like roses, TV shows, or
The taste of a Hershey bar.

It’s not that I’m trying to hide from you,
It’s that I often lose myself within the folds of the hours, asleep,
And dreaming of a thing without a name; 
It’s that these things and others have brothers and sisters which 
equally 
Defy explanation,
And somewhere, somehow, I’ve forgotten
How to tell you everything by way of wide eyes
And stupid hand gestures.

They always say “defying gravity” as if
It were an aspiration and not
A pipe dream. That 
Change is good, and jumps meant to be made. 
Seeing the crushed 
Spines of leaves littering the sidewalks,
I wonder how the treetops feel
Bared naked to the cold.


